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Program Executive Director

I’ve been part of the SSRP team for: Just about four years

THE SSRP QUIZ

What excites me the most about 
There are endless possibilities to enhance the student, staff and faculty experience. The SSRP is a 

catalyst for so many new ideas and tranformations!

People would be interested to 
know that: I’ve never been bungee jumping or gone sky diving

A fun fact about 
me is:
I play tenor saxophone in two 
concert bands and a sax quartet

I am highly 
motivated by:

Bringing value to the communities I serve and helping people

grow and reach their career aspirations along the way.

My hope for the future of the SSRP is:
That we deliver value to the York community and leave a long-lasting impression on current and future staff, faculty and students 

The impact I hope to have on the SSRP 
Instilling a culture of teamwork, collaboration and encouragement.

Being an inspiration for the team to learn and grow - and to have fun!

The impact I hope the SSRP team has on 
Helping with the ability to do things more efficiently and effectively,
enhacing York’s reputation as an institution of choice. 

The most challenging part of my job is:
There aren’t enough hours in the day!

The most rewarding part of my job is:
Hearing from colleagues that they have grown so much since they
joined the SSRP and are enjoying the journey - and seeing ideas

come to fruition.

Find them intuitive and easy to use

10 years from now, when students, staff and faculty are 
using the systems and processes the SSRP has developed, 
I hope they:

I’m known for having a unique gif or image to share every day, 
whether its in an email, my Zoom background or in a Teams 
message. My secret source for the best images is:

I can’t reveal my sources!


